
  

 
The jubilee 25th Divadelná Nitra ended successfully. It has been visited by 8500 

spectators  

 

 
The jubilee 25th year of the biggest international theatre festival in Slovakia has ended on Wednesday 
night with French staging Suddenly the Night which came to Divadelná Nitra from the prestigious festival 
in Avignon. During the 6 days long theatre festival, the audience could see the total of 16 performances 
– 6 exceptional stagings from Czech Republic, France, Poland, Sweden, Iraq and Ukraine, 5 interesting 
works from Slovakia and 1 within the Festival Plus division.  
 
12 shows of the main program were visited by 2950 spectators, 4 shows within the accompanying 
Festival Plus division saw 1050 spectators. In total, 4000 spectators have seen the works of theatre art 
at the Festival. The accompanying program with its 77 events has been visited by 4500 people. The 
total of 8500 visitors have participated at shows and events which were being prepared by the 
organizers of Divadelná Nitra Festival in the course of a whole year. 
 
The leitmotiff of the 25th year of the Festival was Ode to Joy? with the subtitle (past – present – future).  

“I believe we were able to give the Festival visitors many reasons for joy. In spite of the fact that many 
theatre stagings, films, artworks or discussions brought rather serious themes, such as loosing one´s 
roots and home, immigration, doubt, searching for identity, feeling of emptiness, coming to terms with 
the past. We offered joy of meeting, of getting to know values, of pleasure from art. We were able to 
realize a varied and ambitious program, and the attendance of all of the shows and events was very 
good. All that remains is to wish there´s no need to put a question mark after the Ode to Joy,“ summed 
up the director of Divadelná Nitra, Darina Kárová.   
 
The Festival began on Friday the 23rd of September 2016, with the staging of legendary German theatre 
Münchner Kammerspiele from Munich which has performed in Slovakia for the very first time. It has 
shown on stage the play Why Is Mr. R. Gone Berserk? by young female director Susanne Kennedy who 
belongs among the rising stars of the European theatre. A fascinating and formally perfect staging was 
a chilling diagnosis of the contemporary European middle class.   
 
The second Festival day passed in standing ovations. The ovations were earned by the staging of 
Slovak Chamber Theatre Martin Once Upon a Time in Bratislava, and especially by its main actress, 
Jana Oľhová, who excellently performed the destiny of Jewish intellectual and ex-Marxist Žo Langerová. 

http://www.nitrafest.sk/


One of the peak shows of Divadelná Nitra 2016 came in the performance of Ukrainian ensemble Dakh 
Daughters Band. At the time when the sound of ringing weapons on Donbas still doesn´t subside, from 
Divadelná Nitra there came an intense call for love and freedom in the form of a strong, energetic and 
touching cabaret  show of this unique female orchestra which is one of the symbols of resistance 
against suppressing the Ukrainian democracy.  
 
An exceptional story was shown at the Festival by the Iraqi-Sweden group Iraqi Bodies with a 
suggestive and emotional drama on the border of dance and physical theatre The Pillars of Blood by 
Iraqi director Anmar Tahu who fled his homeland from war. The performance was attended also by the 
Iraqi asylum seekers staying in Slovakia who have found their new home this year namely in Nitra, and 
they met with the director in person. Successful as for the liking of the spectators were also the best 
Czech staging of 2015 The Listening and the Polish staging Kantor Downtown. 
 
Traditionally, there were of course also domestic works at Divadelná Nitra. The Slovak stagings for the 
Festival program were chosen this year by curator – theatrologist Dáša Čiripová. The Festival audience 
could see Slovak Chamber Theatre Martin with the dramatization of the autobiographical novel by Žo 
Langerová Once Upon a Time in Bratislava; Theatre Astorka Korzo ´90 with the original play by Michal 
Vajdička The Empty Hole; choreographer Petra Fornayová showed her dance performance Opernball; 
director,  author, performer and experimenter Sláva Daubnerová brought her Solo Lamentoso; and the 
domestic Andrej Bagar Theatre in Nitra performed its play Hamlet Is Dead – Faust Is Hungry.  
 
Nitra has been visited by 209 professionals – from the artistic, production, technical and organizational 
sections of the 11 guest ensembles in the main program; another 40 technicians – from both Nitra 
theatres, as well as external co-operators, participated in providing the program. In the accompanying 
program, there were 350 performers.   
 
Within the Festival PLUS section, already traditionally the domestic Teatro Tatro built its circus tent in 
which it performed its new staging called Cirkus Charms, directed by Ondrej Spišák. A rich 
accompanying  program brought once again into the streets of Nitra tens of performances, art 
exhibitions, films, workshops, discussions and various activities. The theme of the Festival sounded in 
music shows as well as in the art works created specifically for the Festival. A unique cooperation has 
been this year the one of Nitra Gallery, in form of international exhibition Newrope.  
 
The Festival created this year in Nitra a contemporary agora which brought educational and discussion 
programs. The Live Library in the Regional Library of Karol Kmeťko offered two workshops for students 
of elementary, middle and high schools – with theatre artists and activists Iveta Ditte Jurčová and Michal 
Ditte from Theatre Pôtoň, and with professional on the subject of extremism Radovan Bránik, and a 
lecture of coordinator of the volunteer help for the immigrants on the Serbia-Hungary borders Zuzana 
Kizáková. In the Public Living Room right in front of the Nitra Museum there was sitting a civil activist of 
many years, director of Milan Šimečka  Foundation and the founder of the Festival of New Minorities 
[fjúžn] Laco Oravec who led discussion in the street. A symbolical Trial of Europe was conducted by a 
debate of the student´s teams which are members of the Slovak Debate Association. 
 
Already for several years, a regular component of the Festival is a Public Debate – a discussion evening 
of the professionals about the theme of the Festival. It was a discussion about the European values with 
political analyst Pavol Demeš from the German Mashall Fund, political scientist Grigorij Mesežnikov, the 
president of the Institute for Public Issues, and with philosopher Peter Kondrla, the director of the 
Department of Religious Studies at the Constantin the Philosopher University in Nitra.  
 



After the successful last year´s pilot project, Divadelná Nitra continued, within the framework of its 
educational activities, with the seminar of critical reflection V4@Theatre Critics Residency, with the 
participation of 12 critics no older than 35 years of age from 7 countries from the Central and Eastern 
Europe. Under the leadership of the renowned and world educated French theatrologist Patrice Pavis, 
the participants watched the main program of the Festival and analyzed it at regular meetings.  
 
Academic sculptor Elena Kárová, who has been leading already for ten years a successful project of the 
Divadelná Nitra Association, A Tulip for You, which integrates through its artistic activities visually and 
mentally handicapped children, has participated this year in establishing a Community Center of Assyria 
Christians at Palánok in Nitra under the civil association Peace and Goodness. Already on the very first 
day of the Festival, under her leadership there was held a full day workshop for 55 children called A 
Tulip for Iraqi Children in which participated also the children of Iraqi asylum seekers living since this 
year in Nitra and its surroundings. 
 
The actual year was held also in the spirit of celebrating 25 years of the Festival´s existence. On this 
occasion, there has been published a book in double language – Slovak and English, Alive Desire for 
Beauty / International Festival Divadelná Nitra 1992–2016. It tells a unique story about theatre and 
theatre thinking through the record of precious moments, ideas, thoughts, observations and messages 
provided exclusively for this book by 35 personages of the contemporary European theatre who have 
been guests at Divadelná Nitra.  
 
Divadelná Nitra 2016 was prepared by the organizational staff of 20 people. Also this year, the Festival 
could not happen without the help of the volunteers who are its traditional component since the very 
beginning. 70 young people contributed to the global Festival  organization and atmosphere. 
 

You can buy the tickets to Divadelná Nitra 2016 nline at  www.predpredaj.sk and at the cash desk of the 
Andrej Bagar Theatre in Nitra.   

The patronage over the Festival has been taken over by the president of the Slovak Republic Andrej 

Kiska, the minister of the foreign and European affairs of the Slovak Republic Miroslav Lajčák, the 

minister of culture of the Slovak Republic Marek Maďarič, the chairman of the autonomous Nitra region 

Milan Belica and the mayor of the City of Nitra Jozef Dvonč. 

You can find all the actual information at www.nitrafest.sk and www.facebook.com/divadelna.nitra 

Main organizer: 
Association Divadelná Nitra 
Main co-organizers: 
Andrej Bagar Theatre in Nitra, Karol Spišák Old Theatre in Nitra, Nitra Self-Governing Region, The City 
of Nitra, Theatre Institute Bratislava 
Co-organizers: 
C.A. Peace and Good, Nitra, Klokaneček Child Care Centre, Private Conservatoire in Nitra,  Regional 
Edifying Centre in Nitra, The Elementary School for Partially Sighted and Blind in Bratislava, The Helena 
Madariová Elementary Arts School, The J. Rosinský Elementary Arts School in Nitra, The Karol Kmeťko 
Regional Library, The Nitra Gallery, The Nitra Museum, The Prince Pribina Elementary School, Nitra, 
The Slovak Debating Association, The Tatra Nitra Cinema Club 
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